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BC 5314, Fall 2018
Surface Condensation



Corner: Model

8” concrete
Inside temp: 70 F, RH: 60%
Outside temp.: 0 F, RH: 80%

The surface temperature of uninsulated wall corner with the given condition is 40 F. 



Corner: Model

8” concrete + 4” XPS
Inside temp: 70 F, RH: 60%
Outside temp.: 0 F, RH: 80%

Adding insulation increased the surface temp to 66.5 F.



55.5 ℉

Dew point

Corner: Actual risk

8” concrete ✱
Surface tepm.: 40 F

8” concrete + 4” XPS
Surface tepm: 66.5 F

- Actual risk is in case of 8” concrete, where the surface temperature (40 F) is 
less than the dew point (55.5 F). This case has the risk of condensation. ( has 
been checked with: 
(https://www.calculator.net/dew-point-calculator.html?airtemperature=70&airte
mperatureunit=fahrenheit&dewpoint=40&dewpointunit=fahrenheit&humidity=6
0&x=98&y=15)

- The second scenario with the surface temperature of 66.5 F has no risk 
according to the described condition.

https://www.calculator.net/dew-point-calculator.html?airtemperature=70&airtemperatureunit=fahrenheit&dewpoint=40&dewpointunit=fahrenheit&humidity=60&x=98&y=15
https://www.calculator.net/dew-point-calculator.html?airtemperature=70&airtemperatureunit=fahrenheit&dewpoint=40&dewpointunit=fahrenheit&humidity=60&x=98&y=15
https://www.calculator.net/dew-point-calculator.html?airtemperature=70&airtemperatureunit=fahrenheit&dewpoint=40&dewpointunit=fahrenheit&humidity=60&x=98&y=15


40 ℉

Corner: RH limits

8” concrete
Surface tepm.: 40 F

RH limit: 34%

The RH limit to prevent the surface condensation, with the surface temperature of 40 
F and air temperature of 70F is 34%. 



Window: model (base)

59.5 F

By adding insulation to the wall the corner heat increased to 59.5 F, which means less 
thermal bridging happening. However the surface temperature is still lower than dow 
point and causes condensation on the surface of the window.



55.5 ℉

Dew point

Window: Base risk

Window
Surface tepm.: 53.5-53.7 F

Dew point= 55.5 F

The surface temperature of window is 53.5 F, which is below the dew point (55.5 F) 
and has condensation risk. 



Window: Base RH Limits

53.5 ℉

RH limit: 55%

Window
Surface tepm.: 53.5-53.7 F

The condensation on the window surface said to be ignored. However with the current 
temperature of 53.5, to remove the condensation on the window surface the relative 
humidity should be 55%.



66.4 F
60 F

Window: Model (improved)

66.4 F
60 F

Window surface temp:53.5 F

Dew point: 55.5 F

Improving the window model, reduced the thermal loss at the contact point of window 
and frame. There is still risk of condensation on the window surface. 
RH limit for the condensation prevention on the window surface is 55%.


